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ABSTRACT Motivated by the recent buffer-aided relaying protocol that selects the best available link at
each time slot, we herein introduce an additional degree of freedom to the protocol by simultaneously
exploitingmultiple links between the source node and themultiple buffer-aided relay nodes, which is enabled
owing to the broadcast nature of wireless channels. More specifically, the proposed schemes are designed to
allow multiple relay nodes to receive a source packet through source-to-relay broadcast channels, resulting
in multiple copies of the source packet, which are stored in relay node buffers. As the explicit benefits
of its increased design degree of freedom, the proposed protocols attain a significantly lower end-to-end
packet delay than the conventional buffer-aided relaying protocols, which is achieved without imposing any
substantial penalty on the achievable outage probability. Furthermore, the proposed protocol is capable of
reducing the overhead required formonitoring the available links and buffer statuses of the relay nodes. Based
on the Markov chain model, we derive the theoretical bounds of the outage probabilities of the proposed
protocols.

INDEX TERMS Broadcast, buffers, cooperative communications, delay-tolerant network, Markov chain,
outage probability, packet delay, spatial diversity.

I. INTRODUCTION
The recent concept of buffer-aided cooperative communi-
cations [1]–[16] allows us to attain a higher diversity gain
than classic relaying schemes, which do not rely on buffers
at relay nodes [17]–[20]. More specifically, the use of relay
node buffers enables flexible scheduling of packet reception
and transmission at relay nodes, enablingmore beneficial link
selection during each packet interval. Note that these benefits
are achieved at the cost of imposing the additional overhead
that is required for monitoring the statuses of all of the
channels and for selecting the best available communication
link. Another serious disadvantage of buffer-aided relaying
schemes is the increase in end-to-end packet delay as a result
of source packets being stored in a distributed manner at
the relay nodes and relayed to the destination node in an
unscheduled link selection process.

A number of buffer-aided relaying protocols have been
proposed [1]–[5], [7]–[11], [13]–[15] for several cooperative
network scenarios. A representative example is the max-max

relay selection (MMRS) scheme [4], which uses two-phase
packet transmissions for a two-hop multi-relay cooperative
network. In the MMRS scheme, the relay node with the
strongest source-to-relay (SR) channel is selected at each odd
time slot, whereas the relay node with the strongest relay-to-
destination (RD) channel is selected for packet transmission
at each even time slot. This implies that the time slots for
packet reception and transmission at relay nodes are sched-
uled in advance. In addition, the max-link protocol, in which
the strongest available link is selected for transmission or
reception at each time slot, was proposed in [5]. Since the
max-link protocol has a higher number of degrees of freedom
for link selection than its MMRS counterpart [4], the max-
link protocol is capable of achieving higher diversity gain and
a better outage probability. However, as demonstrated in [21],
the max-link protocol’s end-to-end packet delay is typically
higher than that of the MMRS protocol for the practical
scenario of finite source-packet transmissions. Most recently,
a buffer-aided amplify-and-forward cooperative network was
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developed in [11] based on the max-link relay-selection
protocol. Moreover, an efficient buffer-aided bidirectional
transmission strategy for block-fading channels was proposed
in [22].

In previous buffer-aided relaying schemes, such as the
MMRS [4] and max-link [5], [11] schemes, a single link is
activated during each packet interval. For example, a packet
transmitted from a source node is decoded and stored at a
single selected relay node, although other relay nodes may
be able to successfully decode the transmitted packet due
to the broadcast nature of source-to-relay wireless channels.
In this sense, previous buffer-aided cooperative schemes fail
to make the best use of the SR broadcast channels. This is the
primary motivation for the present study. In contrast, several
multi-relay cooperation schemes that exploit the space-time
coding gain [17], [19] or cyclic delay diversity [20] have been
developed in order to attain a higher diversity gain. However,
none of these schemes considers the use of buffers at the
relay nodes. The milestones of the buffer-aided cooperative
protocols are summarized in Table 1.

In addition, a major drawback of conventional buffer-
aided cooperative protocols is the high overhead required for

monitoring the channel state information (CSI) of all of the
channels and the buffer states at relay nodes, as well as that
for selecting an appropriate link. Most previous studies [4],
[5], [9], [11] typically assumed that the destination node acts
as a central coordinator and is in charge of these operations.
This implies that the destination node must acquire the CSI
of not only the RD links, but also that of the SR links that
are not directly related to the destination node. Hence, the
CSI of the SR channels must be periodically relayed to the
destination node, which increases the overhead and the packet
delay. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there have
been no detailed investigations of the overhead associated
with the link selection.

The novel contributions of the present study are as
follows.1

1One of the two schemes proposed in this paper was originally introduced
in our preliminary work [29], which demonstrated neither theoretical analy-
sis of the outage probability, the comprehensive performance investigations,
nor the comparisons of overhead and average packet delay between the
existing and proposed schemes. Further novel contributions of this paper
over [29] are highlighted below.

TABLE 1. Timeline of buffer-aided cooperative protocols.
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• We introduce the concept of simultaneous use of
multiple SR links into the framework of buffer-aided
relaying protocols, in order to provide additional design
degrees of freedom.2 More specifically, we propose two
novel buffer-aided relaying protocols, as the extensions
of the previous MMRS and max–link protocols. Here,
we refer to the two proposed schemes as generalized
MMRS (G-MMRS) and generalized max-link (G-ML)
protocols. Both of the proposed schemes are designed to
allow a source node to transmit a packet to multiple relay
nodes in a simultaneous manner, unless all SR channels
are experiencing an outage. Then, multiple copies of the
transmitted packet are used to attain a diversity gain in
the relaying phase. As a result, the proposed schemes
is capable of attaining the explicit benefits in terms of
the end-to-end communication delay, which is achieved
without requiring substantial buffer usage, as compared
to conventional buffer-aided relaying protocols.

• The explicit benefit of the proposed G-MMRS proto-
col is that the overhead required for CSI acquisition is
significantly reduced in comparison to the conventional
MMRS and max-link protocols. More specifically, in
the broadcast phase, the proposed G-MMRS protocol
dispenses with any explicit link selection, and so the
CSI of the SR channels is not needed at the destination
node, whereas the conventional buffer-aided protocol
must acquire the CSI of both the SR and RD channels.
Consequently, in the proposed G-MMRS protocol, the
number of channels that must be acquired at the desti-
nation node is half that of conventional MMRS protocol
and quarter that of the conventional max–link protocol.

• The G-ML protocol, which is another one of the two
proposed protocols, is capable of reducing the average
end-to-end packet delay in comparison to the max-link
protocol, while maintaining a good outage probabil-
ity comparable to that of the max-link protocol. This
implies that since the max-link protocol is designed for
achieving the best maximum achievable diversity order,
the G-ML protocol attains the same benefit.

• Furthermore, in the conventional studies of buffer-aided
relaying protocols, any explicit comparisons of the over-
head have not been provided. Hence, this paper pro-
vides overhead comparisons between the proposed and
conventional buffer-aided protocols for the first time.
Moreover, we derive the theoretical bound of out-
age probability of our proposed buffer-aided protocols,
based on theMarkov-chain model, where practical finite
buffers are assumed for the relay nodes. Also, the
average packet-delay bound was also derived for our
buffer-aided protocols. Note that although in the

2In the clssic cooperative communiation schemes, which do not rely on
the buffers at relay nodes, the simultaneous exploitation of multiple SR links
is typically considered. By contrast, in the recent buffer-aided cooperative
scenario, which is focused on in this paper, the use of broadcast nature of the
multiple SR links has been unexplored, and hence its detailed investigations
are our main controbutions.

previous studies of buffer-aided relaying protocols using
a single link, the theoretical analysis of the outage prob-
ability and the average packet delay has been carried
out, it is not applicable to our novel multi-link activation
counterpart due to the difference of the system models.

The remainder of the present paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we present a model of the proposed buffer-aided
cooperative scheme, and the overhead imposed by the link
selection operation is evaluated in Section III. In Section IV,
we derive the theoretical outage probability. In Section V, the
theoretical average packet delay is provided. In Section VI,
we present the obtained performance results, and we present
our conclusions in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
Let us consider a two-hop relaying network consisting of a
single source node, K relay nodes, and a single destination
node, where the kth relay node is equipped with a buffer Qk
of finite size L, and the number of packets stored at the kth
relay node is represented by 9(Qk ) (0 ≤ 9(Qk ) ≤ L).
We assume that no direct link exists between the source and
destination nodes and that all of the nodes operate in half-
duplex mode under a decode-and-forward principle. This
means that at least two time slots are required for each end-to-
end packet transmission. The transmission rate of each node
is maintained to be constant at r0 bps/Hz, and so the effective
overall transmission rate is upper-bounded by r0/2 bps/Hz.
Moreover, we assume that there are stable low-rate feedback
channels, where acknowledge (ACK) packets are transmitted
from the destination node to the relay nodes.

Throughout the present paper, we consider independent,
identically distributed (IID) Rayleigh fading channels for all
the SR and RD links, having the same SNR value γ . Note
that this simplified assumption of symmetric channels was
typically used in previous studies, although this scenario
is readily extended to asymmetric counterparts. Here, the
frequency-flat channel coefficient of the kth SR channel is
denoted by hSRk , whereas that of the kth RD channel is given
by hRDk . Moreover, the capacity associated with channel h•
is represented by C(h•).

A. THE CONVENTIONAL MMRS PROTOCOL [4]
In the conventional MMRS protocol [4], the time slots
used for the SR and the RD transmissions are scheduled
in advance. In each odd time slot, the single strongest one
out of the K SR links is selected for the transmission of a
source packet. Here, if the transmission rate is lower than
the channel capacity associated with the selected SR link,
the source packet is allowed to be transmitted. Otherwise, the
selected link experiences an outage event. Similarly, in each
even time slot, the single strongest one out of the K RD links
is selected, and if it does not experience an outage, the packet
at the selected relay is transmitted. Again, the conventional
MMRS protocol activates only a single link in each time slot.

The advantage of the MMRS protocol is that the CSI
update is once per two time slots, which is half of that of
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the max-link protocol. However, the MMRS protocol fails to
attain the maximum achievable diversity order, since at each
time slot, the number of available links is K , rather than 2K .
The outage probability of the MMRS protocol was estimated
in [4] under the idealistic assumption that the buffer selected
for reception (transmission) is not full (empty). Hence, the
effects of the status of the buffers at the relays were not taken
into account, and hence the outage probability derived in [4]
is overestimated.More recently, in [21] the outage probability
of the MMRS protocol with finite-buffer relays was derived,
based on the analysis of the periodic Markov chain.

B. THE CONVENTIONAL MAX–LINK PROTOCOL [5]
Aiming for combating the above-mentioned limitation of
the MMRS protocol, the max–link protocol was designed
to select the strongest link out of all the available SR and
RD links in each time slot. Hence, the maximum achievable
diversity order corresponds to the total number of SR and RD
links, assuming that all the buffers are not either full or empty.
This maximum achievable diversity order is twice that of the
MMRS protocol. In the max–link protocol, the number of
activated links per time slot is one, similar to the conventional
MMRS protocol.

The theoretical outage probability for the max–link pro-
tocol with finite buffers was derived in [5]. Here, the status
of the buffers was modeled by an aperiodic Markov chain,
and both the steady-state probability and the corresponding
outage probability were formulated.

C. THE PROPOSED G-MMRS PROTOCOL
In this section, we describe the proposed buffer-aided
G-MMRS protocol. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the pro-
posed two-phase G-MMRS protocol. Similar to the conven-
tionalMMRS protocol [4], the transmissions of the G-MMRS
protocol are divided into two phases, namely, the broadcast
phase in odd time slots and the relaying phase in even time
slots, which are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.

In the broadcast phase, the source node broadcasts a source
packet to the relay nodes over the broadcast channels between
the source node and the relay nodes. More specifically,

the source packet is stored in the buffers of subset R of
K relay nodes, which is represented as follows:

R = {Rk | C(hSRk ) > r0 ∩ 9(Qk ) 6= L}, (1)

where C(hSRk ) is the channel capacity between the source
node and the kth relay node, which is given by

C(hSRk ) =
1
2
log2

(
1+ γ

∣∣hSRk ∣∣2) . (2)

If the buffers of all of the relay nodes are full, or if there is
no SR link having a higher capacity than the transmission
rate r0, the corresponding broadcast phase is counted as an
outage event. Note that in (1), we assume that when the
channel capacity is higher than the transmission rate, the
packet is successfully decoded at the corresponding relay
node with the aid of a capacity-achieving channel coding
scheme, such as turbo or low-density parity-check codes [30].
Note also that source packets are encoded by cyclic redun-
dancy check (CRC) codes, and so the relay nodes are capa-
ble of autonomously judging whether the decoded packets
include an error. This indicates that no explicit SR link selec-
tions or associated channel monitoring are needed in this
broadcast phase. This is one of the explicit benefits compared
to conventional buffer-aided link selection schemes, such as
the MMRS scheme and the max-link scheme, which requires
a substantial overhead to monitor all of the SR channels.

In the relaying phase of Fig. 1(b), a local coordinator
selects a single relay node that is allowed to transmit a packet
to the destination node. More specifically, the selected relay
node has the strongest RD channel among the relay nodes
that have at least one packet in their buffers. Here, the best
selected relay node Rbest is given as follows:

Rbest = argmax
Rk

 ⋃
Rk :9(Qk ) 6=0

(∣∣hRDk ∣∣2)
. (3)

Note that the relay node transmits from the queued packets in
a first-come, first-served manner. After the destination node
receives the relayed packet, an ACK packet is sent to all of
the relay nodes through stable low-rate feedback channels.
The corresponding packet copied at the relay nodes is then

FIGURE 1. System model of the proposed G-MMRS protocol, which exploits multiple active links at the broadcast
phase in a simultaneous manner. (a) Broadcast phase. (b) Relaying phase.
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deleted from the buffers, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Note that, in
this sense, the relay-selection criterion in the relaying phase
is the same as that of the conventional MMRS protocol,
whereas sending the ACK packet to all of the relays is specific
to the proposed protocol. Clearly, the proposed G-MMRS
scheme has the explicit advantage of attaining a higher spatial
diversity gain in the relaying phase as compared to the con-
ventional MMRS scheme, because multiple copies of source
packets tend to be stored at different relay nodes, providing
a higher number of chances for the destination node to attain
the packet.

D. THE PROPOSED G-ML PROTOCOL
In this section, we present another proposed buffer-aided
protocol, i.e., the G-ML protocol, where the conventional
max–link protocol is generalized to include the concept of
our multiple SR link activation.

More specifically, in the G-ML protocol, one out of all
2K links is selected in each time slot. If the selected link is
an SR link, then the source node broadcast a source packet to
all the K relay nodes, which becomes exactly the same as the
broadcast phase of the G-MMRS protocol, shown in Fig. 1(a).
If the selected link is an RD link, the single selected relay
node transmits the packet stored in its buffer to the destination
node, in a similar manner to the relaying phase of G-MMRS
protocol of Fig. 1(b). It is explicit that in our G-ML protocol
the number of available links increases in comparison to that
of the conventional max–link counterpart, when the strongest
link is an SR link.

Additionally, it is predicted that when the SR and RD chan-
nels are asymmetric, i.e., non-identically distributed, there
tends to be a buffer overflow or an empty buffer at each relay
node in the G-ML protocol, similar to the conventional max-
link protocol [10], and hence the appropriate modifications
are needed for combating this limitation. To this end, we
propose an optional scheme of the G-ML protocol, which is
referred to as the balanced G-ML protocol in this paper.
Let us introduce a percentage PC [10], [31], which is

used for balancing the link selection in the balanced G-ML
protocol. When there are SR and RD links that are not in
outage, broadcast SR links are activated in the (100 − PC )
percentage of time slots, and a RD link is selected in the PC
percentage of time slots. This enables us to avoid keeping
selecting only either SR or RD links in our balanced G-ML
protocol.

E. REDUCED AVERAGE END-TO-END PACKET DELAY
Another benefit of the two protocols proposed in
Sections II-C and II-D is that the average end-to-end packet
delay is significantly reduced as compared to conventional
buffer-aided relaying schemes. As an explicit example, let
us consider the scenario in which the SNRs of all of the
SR channels are sufficiently high. In the G-MMRS protocol,
source packets broadcast from the source node are copied
at the buffers of all of the relay nodes. Considering that
the packets stored at the relay nodes are transmitted in

a first-come, first-served fashion, regardless of which relay
node is selected in the relaying phase of Fig. 1(b), the order
of the packets received at the destination node is the same as
the order of the original source packets. In general, the same
reduced-delay advantage of the proposed protocol holds true
in other SNR regimes.

In contrast, in the conventional MMRS protocol, source
packets are distributed over the buffers of the relay nodes,
where each packet is queued in the buffer of a single relay
node. Since the RD link selection process is random, the
order of the packets received at the destination node tends
to be random, depending on the selected relay node. This
causes an increase in the average end-to-end packet delay.
Similarly, the same discussion holds true for the relation-
ship between the proposed G-ML and the conventional
max–link protocols, where the G-ML protocol tends to
exhibit a lower packet delay profile than the max–link pro-
tocol. In Section VI-C, the simulation results of the present
study clarify the effects of the reduced packet delay of the
proposed protocols.

F. ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Let us compare the energy consumption of the relay nodes
in the conventional and the proposed buffer-aided protocols.
As mentioned in [32], the total energy consumption includes
both the transmission energy and the circuit energy consump-
tion. In the previous studies on the energy-efficient commu-
nications, the transmission energy consumption is typically
focused on, since it is the dominant factor in the total energy
consumption. This is especially true when considering the
long-range applications.3

Furthermore, for the relaying phase of all the four conven-
tional and proposed protocols, introduced in
Sections II-A–II-D, only a single relay node is selected for
transmitting a packet stored in its buffer. Hence, the transmis-
sion energy consumptions of the four protocols are similar.
In contrast, for the source-transmission phase, multiple relay
nodes are activated for receiving a source packet in the
proposed G-MMRS and G-ML protocols, while only a single
relay node is active in the conventional MMRS and max-
link protocols, where other inactive relay nodes may be silent
in the associated packet interval. It may be possible that the
circuit energy consumption of the conventional protocolsmay
be reduced, by turning off the inactive relay nodes. However,
its impact on the total energy consumption is limited, due to
the reason mentioned above. The detailed investigations are
out of the scope of this paper, which are left for the future
studies.

3Note that in the short-range applications, such as sensor networks,
the circuit energy consumption may be comparable to the transmission
energy consumption. However, the channel’s coherence time is typically
long in such a scenario, which is not beneficial for the buffer-aided
cooperative protocols, as shown in our performance results provided in
Section VI. Hence, the short-range applications are not the main focus of this
paper.
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TABLE 2. Required overheads of the proposed scheme, the MMRS scheme, and the max-link scheme for the destination node to monitor CSI and buffer
states per link selection (time slot).

III. OVERHEAD REQUIRED FOR MONITORING
CSI AND BUFFER STATES
In this section, we evaluate the additional overhead required
for the link selection, which has not been investigated in
previous studies. Here, we compare the overheads of the
proposed protocols and the conventional MMRS and max-
link protocols. More specifically, we herein focus on the
overhead required for a central coordinator to monitor the
CSI and buffer states of the relay nodes, which are used to
select an appropriate link at each time slot. We assume that
the destination node acts as a central coordinator, in a similar
manner to most of the previous studies [4], [5], [9], [11], and
that the channels remain constant over the link selection and
the packet transmission. This corresponds to the quasi-static
fading scenario.

The overheads are shown in Table 2, which lists the number
of pilot transmissions, the estimated CSI, and the data trans-
missions, all per time slot (i.e., per link selection). First, the
overhead imposed on the max-link protocol per link selection
was characterized as follows. In the max-link protocol, all
of the SR and RD channels, as well as the buffer states of
the relay nodes, must be updated at the destination node for
each time slot, i.e., in advance of each link selection. To
this end, the source node broadcasts a pilot block to the K
relay nodes, and each relay node carries out CSI estimation
based on the received pilot block. Then, the CSI of the kth
SR channel, estimated at the kth relay node, is transmitted to
the destination node together with the buffer state of the kth
relay node. Next, each relay node transmits a pilot block to
the destination node, and the destination node then estimates
the CSI of the K RD links, based on the K pilot blocks.
Next, let us consider the overhead imposed on the MMRS

protocol per time slot. In the MMRS protocol, the link
selections of the SR and RD links are separated, depending
on odd or even time slots. For instance, SR-link selection
is performed once for every two time slots. Hence, in the
MMRS protocol, CSI updating of the SR channels at the
destination node is also performed once for every two time
slots, in contrast to that in the max-link protocol, which has
to be carried out once for every time slot. Similarly, the CSI
update of the RD channels in the MMRS protocol is half
that of the max-link protocol. As for updating of the buffer
states, the overhead of the MMRS protocol is the same as that
of the max-link protocol, because the buffer states are used
for the link selection at both the odd and even time slots of

the MMRS protocol. Consequently, as shown in Table 2, the
overhead of the MMRS protocol is half that of the max-link
protocol, except for the overhead associated with the buffer
states of the relay nodes.

Furthermore, we evaluate the overhead imposed on the
proposed G-MMRS protocol, which is pre-scheduled for odd
and even time slots, similar to the MMRS protocol. More
specifically, the G-MMRS protocol does not relay on any link
selection at odd time slots, thereby dispensing with the CSI
of the SR links. In contrast, the proposed protocol’s RD link
selection at even time slots is the same as that of the con-
ventional MMRS protocol. Table 2 shows that the proposed
G-MMRS protocol attained an overhead that was approxi-
mately twice and four times lower than the overheads of the
conventional MMRS and max-link protocols, respectively.
In order to provide further insights, in a fast-fading scenario,
in which the coherence time of the channel is shorter than
the time-slot duration, the CSI update must be more frequent
than once per time-slot duration. Otherwise, link selections
are carried out based on inaccurate CSI, which degrades
the achievable performance of the buffer-aided cooperation.
In such a fast-fading scenario, the advantage of the proposed
G-MMRS scheme may becomemore explicit because, unlike
in other buffer-aided cooperative schemes, the SR channels in
the proposed protocol, which are indirect for the destination
node, do not have to be monitored.

Finally, we characterize the overhead of the proposed
G-ML protocol. Since the link selection process of the
G-ML protocol is similar to the conventional max–link
protocol except for the exploitation of multiple SR links,
the overhead of the two schemes is the same, as shown
in Table. 2.

Note that in the overhead evaluations of Table 2, it is
assumed for simplicity that the buffers of relay nodes are
neither empty nor full. However, since the empty- and full-
buffer relay node cannot transmit and receive a packet, the
overhead associated with the RD and SRCSImay be reduced,
respectively. For example, a relay node having an empty
buffer does not have the possibility of being selected as a
transmit relay, and hence the related RD CSI does not have
to be updated at the destination node, while its SR CSI has
to be relayed to the destination node as usual. Similarly, a
relay node having a full buffer is not required to relay its
SR CSI to the destination node. Importantly, since this over-
head reduction scheme is applicable to all the four protocols
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in Table 2, the advantage of the proposed G-MMRS and
G-ML protocols remains unchanged.4

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF OUTAGE PROBABILITY
In this section, we derive the theoretical outage probability
of the two proposed schemes based on the Markov-chain
model, which takes into account the effects of finite-size
buffers at relay nodes. Moreover, we assume that sufficiently
long packets are transmitted from the source node to the
destination node. For the sake of simplicity, we focus on a
specific scenario of K = 2 relay nodes, each having an
(L = 2)-sized buffer. However, the analytical framework
derived in this section is readily applicable to the system
configuration supporting an arbitrary (K ,L) set. Note that
the theoretical outage probability considering finite buffers
at relay nodes has been derived for the max-link protocol
in [5], where the steady-state probabilities are calculated
by modeling the buffer states as an ergodic Markov chain.
However, the analytical framework derived in [5] is not
directly applicable to the two proposed schemes due to the
existence of two fundamental differences between the two
schemes. First, the two proposed schemes are designed to
allow a specific source packet to be stored at buffers of
different relay nodes, whereas, in the conventional max-link
and MMRS protocols, each source packet is stored at a sin-
gle relay node. This imposes an increase in the number of
states associated with the Markov model on the proposed
scheme. Second, the proposed G-MMRS scheme includes
two different link-activation processes, i.e., the multiple SR-
channel activation in the broadcast phase and the maximum
RD link selection in the relaying phase, which leads to
the periodic Markov model depending on odd or even time
slots. Note that the Markov model of the G-MMRS pro-
tocol is periodic, which implies that in order to determine
the analytical steady states, as well as the outage probabil-
ity, the Markov chain process of the proposed G-MMRS
protocol must be considered separately for odd and even
time slots.

A. THE OUTAGE BOUND OF THE G-MMRS PROTOCOL
Now, let us introduce the Markov chain model that is valid
specifically for the proposed G-MMRS scheme. The legit-
imate buffer states are listed in Table 3, where we have
Nstate = 19 total number of states. Here, in the first nine states
si (i = 1, · · · , 9), a specific packet is not shared at the K = 2
relay nodes, which corresponds to the conventional max-
link and MMRS schemes. In contrast, the latter ten states si
(i = 10, · · · , 19) allow multiple copies of the source packets
at different relay nodes, which are the conditions specific to
the proposed protocol.5

4Furthermore, as shown in Table 4, the ratio of the relay nodes having
empty or full buffers is not high, and hence the effects of this overhead
reduction are limited.

5Without loss of generality, in order to represent Markov-chain states of
our scheme, we only have to consider the legitimate combinations of packets
stored at buffers [21], rather than their permutations.

TABLE 3. Relationship between Markov-chain states and buffers of K = 2
relay nodes, each having an (L = 2)-sized buffer.

Furthermore, the state diagrams of the Markov chain for
odd and even time slots are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively. In the diagrams, the red arrows indicate outage
events, where each state remains the same after a single
transition. The black solid arrows represent the transitions
associated with successful packet transmissions from the
source or relay nodes. Let us consider the transition matrix
Aodd ∈ RNstate×Nstate for an odd time slot, where the jth-row
and ith-column element of Aodd corresponds to the transition
probability from the ith state si to the jth state sj at an odd
time slot. Similarly, the transition matrixAeven ∈ RNstate×Nstate

represents the transition matrix at an even time slot.
More specifically, the transition probabilities contained in

the matrices Aodd and Aeven, which are calculated from the
following formulas, are specified in Fig. 2:

pD =
1
D

[
1−

(
1− exp

(
−
22R − 1
γ

))D]
, (4)

p̄D =
(
1− exp

(
−
22R − 1
γ

))D
, (5)

pe = exp
(
−
22R − 1
γ

)
, (6)

p̂D = pep̄D−1, (7)

8(a, b) =
b∑
i=0

(
b
i

)
pie(1− pe)

b−i a
a+ i

, (8)

where pD represents the probability of having at least one
specific available link from D links, and p̄D denotes the
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FIGURE 2. State diagram of the Markov chain model representing the proposed G-MMRS scheme with K = 2 relay nodes, each having a buffer of
size (L = 2). (a) Odd time slot (broadcast phase) and (b) even time slot (relaying phase).

probability that all of the links (D) are in the outage state.
Furthermore, pe is the probability that a single specific link
is not in the outage state, whereas p̂D is the probability that a
specific link is available and the other D − 1 links are in the
outage state.

For example, consider the transition from state s5 to state
s8 at an odd time slot, i.e., in a broadcast phase, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). According to Table 3, this transition occurs when
the link between the source node and the first relay node
is in an outage state and when the link between the source
node and the second relay node is not in an outage state.
This probability corresponds to the probability p̂2 formulated
by (7). Similarly, the transitions shown in Fig. 2 are expressed
by (4) through (7).

A state transition from a specific odd time slot to the
next odd time slot is represented by the transition matrix of
AevenAodd. Then, in order to calculate a unique steady-state
probability πodd = [πodd,1, · · · , πodd,Nstate ]

T
∈ RNstate , which

is valid for odd time slots, the following equations must be
satisfied:

πodd = AevenAoddπodd (9)
Nstate∑
i=1

πodd,i = 1. (10)

Moreover, (10) may be expressed as follows:

Bπodd = b. (11)

Here, we have b = [1, · · · , 1]T ∈ RNstate and B =

[b, · · · ,b] ∈ RNstate×Nstate . Then, based on (9) and (11), we
obtain

πodd = (AevenAodd − I+ B)−1b ∈ RNstate , (12)

where I ∈ RNstate×Nstate is the identity matrix.

In a similar manner to the derivation of (12), the steady-
state probabilities for even time slots are formulated as
follows:

πeven = (AoddAeven − I+ B)−1b ∈ RNstate . (13)

Let us introduce a theoretical bound of the proposed pro-
tocol’s outage probability based on the steady-state probabil-
ities at odd and even time slots, which are formulated in (12)
and (13). Considering that an outage event occurs when there
is no change in the status of the buffers, the corresponding
outage probability is given by

Pout =
1
2

Nstate∑
i=1

(
πodd,i[Aodd]ii + πeven,i[Aeven]ii

)
(14)

=
1
2
diag(Aodd)πodd +

1
2
diag(Aeven)πeven, (15)

where [A]ii represents the ith-row and ith-column element of
a matrix A, and πodd,i and πeven,i denote the ith elements of
vectors πodd and πeven, respectively.

B. THE OUTAGE BOUND OF THE G-ML PROTOCOL
Having provided the theoretical outage probability bound of
the G-MMRS protocol, let us also derive that of the pro-
posed G-ML protocol. Since the Markov chain of the G-ML
protocol is aperiodic, similar to the conventional max–link
protocol, it is expressed by a single model. More specifically,
Fig. 3 shows the state diagram of the Markov model of
the proposed G-ML protocol, while considering K = 2
relay nodes, each having a buffer of L = 2. Here, each
of the transition probabilities shown in Fig. 3 is expressed
by (4)–(8), similar to the G-MMRS case of Section IV-A.

By defining A ∈ RNstate×Nstate as the transition matrix of
the Markov model of Fig. 3, the steady state probabilities
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FIGURE 3. State diagram of the Markov chain model representing the proposed G-ML
scheme with K = 2 relay nodes, each having a buffer of size (L = 2).

π ∈ RNstate are constituted in a closed-form as

π = (A− I+ B)−1b ∈ RNstate . (16)

Note that in the proposed G-ML protocol, the transition and
the legitimate number of states are different from those of the
conventional max–link protocol [5].

Finally, the theoretical outage probability bound is formu-
lated according to [5] as follows:

Pout = diag(A)π . (17)

V. THEORETICAL BOUND OF AVERAGE END-TO-END
PACKET DELAY
In this section, we provide the average packet-delay bounds
of the proposed G-ML andG-MMRS protocols. According to
the previous studies [7], [11], [13], [21], we employ the sim-
plified assumptions of infinite source-packet transmissions
and finite-buffer relay nodes.6

From Little’s law [33], the average delay at the kth relay
node is given by

E[Tk ] =
E[9(Qk )]

ηk
, (18)

where ηk is the average throughput at the kth relay node. Note
that since the probabilities of selecting any of the relay nodes
are identical [11], the average packet delay of each relay node
is also the same as (18).

6Note that in [7] and [13] the average packet-delay analysis was provided
for a simple three-node buffer-aided network, while that of the multiple-
relay networks was provided for the max-link, the MMRS, and their hybrid
protocols in [21]. Furthermore, in [11] the theoretical delay analysis was
provided for the multiple-relay amplify-and-forward buffer-aided protocol.

More specifically, (18) is modified to

E[Tk ] =
∑Nstate

i=1 πi9(Qk (i))∑Nstate
i=1

∑K
j=1 πipkj(i)

, (19)

where πi is the ith state of π , and 9(Qk (i)) represents the
number of packets stored at the kth relay node for the state πi.
Furthermore, pkj(i) is the probability that a packet stored at the
kth relay node is reduced by selecting the jth RD link.
In order to elaborate a little further, let us consider the

scenario where the jth and the kth relay nodes have the same
specific packet in their buffers. Then, if the jth relay node
transmits the packet to the destination node, the same packet
stored in the buffer of the kth relay is also deleted, which is
the situation specific to the proposed G-MMRS and G-ML
protocols.

The average packet-delay bound of (19) may have a small
gap from the numerical results. This is because the packet
flow of the proposed protocols may not operate in a fast-in
fast out manner, where the effects are not taken into account
in (19).

VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, we present our theoretical and simulation
results in order to characterize the proposed G-MMRS and
G-ML protocols. The transmission rate r0 of each node was
set to r0 = 1 bps/Hz. The buffers at all of the relay nodes
were set to empty in the initial condition of each Monte Carlo
simulation. We assumed that all of the SR and RD channels
are generated at each time slot. The max-link and the MMRS
protocols were chosen as the benchmark schemes.

A. OUTAGE PROBABILITY
Here, we evaluated the outage probability, where we con-
sidered sufficiently long source packets to be transmitted
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FIGURE 4. Theoretical and numerical outage probabilities of the
proposed G-MMRS and G-ML schemes, having K = 2 relay nodes, each
having an (L = 2)-sized buffer, while plotting those of the conventional
MMRS and max–link counterparts.

from the source node. First, Fig. 4 shows the outage prob-
ability of the two proposed protocols and the two bench-
mark protocols, each considering K = 2 relay nodes with
(L = 2)-sized buffers. The theoretical outage probabilities
of the proposed G-MMRS and G-ML protocols, which are
derived in Sections IV-A and IV-B, were plotted, while those
of the conventional MMRS and max–link protocols were
calculated according to [5] and [21], respectively. As shown
in Fig. 4, the theoretical and simulation curves of each of
the four protocols were in agreement, thereby validating the
obtained simulation results. More specifically, the proposed
G-MMRS protocol exhibited a higher diversity order and
a better outage probability than the conventional MMRS
counterpart, while the proposed G-ML protocol was slightly
outperformed by the conventional max–link counterpart in
the simulated scenario.

Fig. 5 shows the outage probabilities of the four schemes,
having K = 3 relay nodes, where the buffer size L of each
relay node was set to L = 3 and 10. Observe in Fig. 5 that
the basic performance relationship between the four schemes
remained the same from the scenario of K = 2 relay nodes,
shown in Fig. 4. For each buffer-size scenario, the proposed
G-MMRS scheme exhibited a better performance than the
conventional MMRS scheme, owing to its higher diversity
gain, whereas the conventional max-link outperformed the
proposed G-ML scheme in the high SNR regime. Since the
effects of buffer overflow were included in these outage-
probability calculations, the multiple packet copies at the
relay nodes did not reduce the outage probability perfor-
mance of the proposed G-MMRS scheme. Moreover, Fig. 5
shows that, for the proposed G-MMRS scheme, the perfor-
mance difference between L = 3 and L = 10 is rather small
in comparison to the two benchmark schemes.

As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the proposed G-ML and
G-MMRS schemes outperformed the MMRS scheme with

FIGURE 5. Outage probabilities of the proposed G-MMRS, the proposed
G-ML, the conventional MMRS, and the conventional max–link schemes,
having K = 3 relay nodes, where the buffer size L of each relay node was
set to L = 3 and 10.

regard to outage probability, whereas the max-link scheme
exhibited the best outage-probability performance, which
was achieved at the cost of the highest end-to-end packet
delay as well as the highest overhead. Moreover, in the max-
link protocol the packet delay is typically higher than in the
two proposed schemes, as will be shown in Section VI-C.
In order to provide further insight, the results shown in
Figs. 4 and 5 were calculated under the ideal assumptions of
perfect acquisition of CSI and buffer states at the destination
node, as well as the assumption of IID Rayleigh block fad-
ing, which is similar to conventional studies on buffer-aided
cooperative protocols. However, in a fast-fading scenario, the
CSI and buffer states acquired at the destination node tend
to change rapidly, and a link may be mis-selected based on
the wrong CSI and buffer states. Since the overhead and
the related time required for the central coordinator of the
max-link protocol is the highest, as shown in Section III, the
max-link protocol may severely suffer from these detrimental
effects. However, a detailed investigation on this matter is
beyond the scope of the present paper and is left for a future
study.7

In order to elaborate further, we evaluated the outage
performance for a slow-fading scenario, where the channel
coherence time τ was longer than the packet transmission
interval. Note that in other simulations we assumed the
fast IID block-fading environments, which corresponded to
τ = 1. In Fig. 6 we compared the outage performance of
the four buffer-aided schemes, which was recorded for SNR
of 10 dB, while the channel coherence time was varied from
τ = 1 to 1000. As an additional benchmark scheme, we also
plotted the outage curve of the bast relay selection (BRS)

7The gain of buffer-aided cooperative protocols is achieved by fully
exploiting time-varying channels with the aid of data buffers at relay nodes.
This implies that the gain is not attained in a static fading scenario, in which
the channels remain constant. In contrast, for rapidly time-varying channels,
the link selection may not be carried out correctly due to the difficulty in
acquiring accurate CSI at the central coordinator.
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FIGURE 6. The comparisons of the outage probability for a slow-fading
scenario, which was recorded for SNR of 10 dB, while the channel
coherence time was varied from τ = 1 to 1000.

protocol [23], which does not rely on relay node buffers.
Observe in Fig. 6 that in the simulated moderate SNR sce-
nario, the proposed G-ML scheme and the conventional
max–link scheme exhibited a similar performance, which
outperformed other three schemes. Furthermore, the perfor-
mance advantage of the max–link protocol over the proposed
and MMRS protocols became smaller, upon increasing chan-
nel coherence time. Furthermore, as predicted, the outage
probabilities of all the three buffer-aided protocols converged
to that of BRS protocol in the high τ limit.

B. DISTRIBUTIONS OF BUFFER STATES
AT THE RELAY NODES
The distributions of the buffer states, i.e., the numbers of
packets stored in the buffers of the relay nodes, are shown
in Table 4, where the state transitions over 109 time slots
were observed for SNRs of 10 dB and 20 dB. Here, the
number of relay nodes is given by K = 3, each hav-
ing an (L = 5)-sized buffer. The proposed G-MMRS
scheme exhibited a slightly higher average buffer use than
other three schemes, i.e., the proposed G-ML, the con-
ventional MMRS, and the conventional max–link schemes,
where the differences were as low as 5.3% and 13.2% for
SNRs of 10 dB and 20 dB, respectively. Hence, multiple

packet copies stored at the relay nodes, which is specific to the
proposed scheme, does not impose a significantly high buffer
usage as compared to the conventional schemes. Interestingly,
the state probability corresponding to either full or empty
buffers is lower in the two proposed schemes than in the two
benchmark schemes. This implies that the proposed schemes
have the potential of having a higher number of available
links in the simulated scenario.

C. AVERAGE END-TO-END PACKET DELAY
In this section, the average end-to-end packet delays of
the proposed and conventional schemes were compared by
counting the number of time slots required for each source
packet to arrive at the destination node. Fig. 7 shows the
theoretical and numerical average end-to-end packet delays
of the proposed G-ML scheme, the MMRS scheme, and the
max-link scheme, where the SNR was varied from γ = 0 dB
to 40 dB. The number of relay nodes was given byK = 2, and
the buffer of each relay node was set to L = 2. Furthermore,
infinite source-packet transmissions were considered.

FIGURE 7. Theoretical and numerical average end-to-end packet delays
of the proposed G-ML scheme, the MMRS scheme, and the max-link
scheme, where the SNR was varied from γ = 0 dB to 40 dB. The number
of relay nodes was given by K = 2, with each node having an (L = 2)-sized
buffer. Also, the infinite source-packet transmissions were assumed.

TABLE 4. Distributions of buffer states in the simulations over 109 time slots for K = 3 relay nodes, each having an (L = 5)-sized buffer.
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Here, the bound of the average packet delay in the proposed
G-ML protocol was calculated according to the closed-form
expression of (19). Observe in Fig. 7 that the proposed
G-ML protocol exhibited a lower average delay than those of
the two conventional protocols. Also, the theoretical average
delay curve of the G-ML protocol was a good match to its
numerical counterpart.

Since the average delay profiles of infinite- and
finite-source-packet transmissions typically exhibit different
characteristics in the buffer-aided protocols [21], we now
investigate the effects of the number of source packets Np.
More specifically, in Fig. 8, the average end-to-end packet
delays of the proposed G-MMRS scheme, the proposed
G-ML scheme, the MMRS scheme, and the max-link scheme
were recorded for an SNR of 20 dB. The number of source
packets Np per Monte Carlo simulation was varied from
10 to 109. The buffer size was varied from L = 1 to 100, and
the number of relay nodes was given by K = 3. Note that, in
order to evaluate the packet delay, the previous studies typi-
cally considered only infinite source-packet scenarios, which

correspond to the packet delay of Np = 109 source packets,
as shown in Fig. 8. Both the proposed G-MMRS and G-ML
schemes exhibited an identical end-to-end packet delay in the
high Np limit of Np = 109, which was significantly lower
than those of the two benchmark schemes. Moreover, for
the scenario of L = 50 buffers and Np = 105 packets, the
proposed G-MMRS scheme exhibited packet delays 9.4 and
28.8 times lower than the MMRS and max-link protocols,
respectively, as expected from the information presented in
Section II-E. Although the proposed G-ML scheme exhibited
a higher delay profile than the proposed G-MMRS scheme,
especially in the range of Np = 103 to 107, the G-ML scheme
also attained a lower delay than the conventional max–link
counterpart.

Next, in Fig. 9, we investigated the effects of the number
of relay nodes K on the packet-delay performance, where the
number of source packets ranged from Np = 1 to 100 and
the SNR was maintained to be 20 dB. The buffer size was
given by L = 5, whereas the number of relay nodes was set
to K = 3, 4, and 5 in Figs. 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c), respectively.

FIGURE 8. Average end-to-end packet delays of the G-MMRS, the G-ML, the MMRS, and the max–link schemes, which were
recorded for an SNR of 20 dB. The number of source packets Np was varied from 10 to 109. The buffer size was varied from
L = 1 to 100, and the number of relay nodes was given by K = 3. (a) Proposed G-MMRS. (b) Proposed G-ML.
(c) Conventional MMRS. (d) Conventional max-link.
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FIGURE 9. Numerical end-to-end packet delays of the four protocols considered herein, where the number of source packets ranged from Np = 1 to 100
and the SNR was maintained to be 20 dB. The buffer size was given by L = 5, whereas the number of relay nodes was set to (a) K = 3, (b) K = 4,
and (c) K = 5.

Regardless of the number of relay nodes K , the packet delay
of the proposed G-MMRS scheme was maintained to be
approximately two, whichwas the lowest of the four schemes.
More specifically, the performance advantage of the proposed
G-MMRS and G-ML schemes over the max-link protocol
increased with the increase in the number of relay nodes.
In order to expound a little further, while the delay profile
of the two proposed protocols converged to specific values
in the low number of source packets Np, those of the two
conventional protocols tended to increase upon increasing the
number of packets Np. Hence, the proposed protocols have
the explicit advantage in terms of delay in the high Np limit,
as also clarified in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 10, we evaluated the effects of the average SNR
on the packet delay performance of the four schemes, where
the number of relay nodes was given by K = 3, each
having an (L = 5)-sized buffer. The SNR was varied from

γ = 0 dB to 40 dB, whereas the number of source packets Np
per Monte Carlo simulation was given by Np = 10, Np = 50,
and Np = 100 in Figs. 10(a), 10(b), and 10(c), respectively.
In each Np scenario, upon increasing the SNR, the pro-
posed G-MMRS protocol converged to the minimum delay
of two time slots, while outperforming two other benchmark
schemes. More specifically, in the moderate SNR regime of
5≤ γ ≤ 30 dB, the proposed G-MMRS scheme exhibited an
explicit advantage over theMMRSprotocol. Furthermore, the
max-link protocol typically converged to a packet delay that
was several times higher than that of the proposed G-MMRS
and G-ML protocols. Upon increasing Np, this performance
gap increased.

Having investigated the proposed protocols’ performance
in symmetric channels, we now briefly investigate the effects
of asymmetric channels on the performance of the proposed
protocols. Fig. 11 shows the average packet delays of the

FIGURE 10. Average end-to-end packet delays of the proposed G-MMRS scheme, the proposed G-ML scheme, the MMRS scheme, and the max-link
scheme, where the SNR was varied from γ = 0 dB to 40 dB. The number of relay nodes was given by K = 3, with each node having an (L = 5)-sized buffer.
The number of source packets Np per Monte Carlo simulation was given by (a) Np = 10, (b) Np = 50, and (c) Np = 100.
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FIGURE 11. The average packet delays of the G-MMRS protocol, the G-ML
protocol, the balanced G-ML protocol with the parameter of PC = 80%,
the MMRS protocol, and the max-link protocol, experiencing asymmetric
channels, where the SNR gap α = γ SR − γ RD was varied from −10 to 10
dB. The number of relay nodes and the buffer size were given by K = 3
and L = 5, respectively. Also, the number of source packets was given by
Np = 10, while the SNR of RD links was maintained to be γ RD = 12 dB.

G-MMRS, the G-ML, the balanced G-ML, the max-link,
and the MMRS schemes. The parameter PC of the balanced
G-ML protocol was given by PC = 80%, while the number
of relay nodes was K = 3, each having the buffer of L = 5.
Here, we considered the relationship between the average
SNRs of SR links γSR and those of RD links γRD as follows:

γSR = γRD + α. (20)

The SNR gap α was varied from −10 to 10 dB, while
the average SNR of the RD links was maintained to be
γRD = 12 dB. Furthermore, the number of source packets was
given by Np = 10. As seen in Fig. 11, the G-MMRS and the
balanced G-ML protocols exhibited the similar packet delays,
which were lower than those of other MMRS and max-link
benchmark schemes.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper, we proposed two novel buffer-aided
cooperative schemes that, in contrast to that of the conven-
tional buffer-aided protocols relying on a single link per
time slot, exploit the multiple links between a single source
node and multiple relay nodes in a simultaneous manner.
Thus, the proposed concept introduces an additional degree
of freedom into the system design of buffer-aided protocols.
As its explicit benefits, both the two proposed G-MMRS
and G-ML protocols attained the significantly lower packet
delay than the conventional MMRS and max–link counter-
parts. Furthermore, in the G-MMRS protocol the overhead
required for monitoring the SR channels is eliminated, and
hence the G-MMRS protocol exhibits approximately four
times lower overhead than the conventional max–link pro-
tocol. The theoretical and numerical analyses of the present
study demonstrated that the proposed protocols achieve both

reduced overhead and packet delay, while maintaining the
high diversity gain specific to the buffer-aided protocol.
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